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Blaze and the Monster MachinesÂ is Nickelodeon's new animated action-adventure series! It stars

Blaze, a problem-solving truck that can transform into multiple machines, and his best friend and

driver, AJ. This action-packed book is sure to thrill kids.
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This book is great for young readers and kids who love Blaze. My 5yr old absolutely loves Blaze

and this is one of his favorite bed time books. He likes to read along with it and that encourages him

to read more and more. It has good pictures and the basic story from the first Blaze and the Monster

Machines, where Blaze meets his new friends. I highly recommend this to boys who either already

love Blaze or who might like to get into this cartoon on Nick Jr. If you have a young boy, its worth

buying!

I give books with a personalized message written inside with a birthday/any gift. Its a gift that keeps

on giving by encouraging a love of reading. Cards are a waste of money and it's someone else's

message anyway. I'd rather write my own than some default message from hallmark. And the prices

are the same or cheaper in some cases and much better.



Book came ripped, I will never buy a book offline again.

My son loved this book. I dont like negative story lines and some words they use, like cheat and that

sort of negativity as my son is 2 and is learning so i will pick a better story line next time. The book is

very fragile as well. The bind was falling apart same week

My son is obsessed with Blaze and as a mom, I love it too. It is an educational show the involves

trucks and cars which my son loves! The book is ok but the concept as a whole is amazing!! Highly

recommended!

My only real complaint about this book is that it doesn't read like the tv show. I have to add my own

lines where Blaze and AJ are asking for help from the audience (my son) and I interject my own

educational questions into the story so it's interactive like the show.

As with all Golden books, this one will be well received by my grandson (an almost 2 year old) The

price is right, and free shipping with my Prime membership makes it even better. A sturdy cover and

well illustrated and durable pages. Next to Paw Patrol, Blaze is one of his favorite shows.

I think its a rip off to spend this kind off money on a 20 page digital copy of a children's book; i would

never take the time to review something like this but the kindle app is forcing me to do so in order to

read the book to my children for bedtime.
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